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Optical Wireless Communications and Autonomous Beam Control Moving User Terminal

Charoen TANGTRONGBENCHASIL\(^{a}\), Yoichi HAMADA\(^{1}\), Nonmembers, Toshihiro KATO\(^{1}\), Student Member, and Koji NONAKA\(^{1}\), Member

SUMMARY Optical wireless communications is a research topic of extreme interest since it offers high data rate (Gbps data rate), security, and RF interference immunity. However, optical wireless communications places severe restrictions on the communications paths; they must be direct beam connections. To increase the number of users and link robustness, optical wireless communications must be able to operate even when obstacles are placed between transmitters and receivers, so optical micro-cell (OMC) with autonomous beam control can overcome link robustness. In addition, OMC based optical wireless communication yields compact systems. This paper presents the design, an implementation, and a demonstration of a 114 Mbps autonomous beam control optical wireless communication system based on an OMC technique. The robust posture control results optimum downlink alignment and good eye diagram of data transmission.
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1. Introduction

The mobility of sound and visual communications has become a key technology of communication. Present commercial available wireless communication carrier is radio frequency (RF) wave providing mobility over large coverage areas. However, RF is limited by radiation bandwidth and carrier transmission due to radio law regulation. At present, RF wireless communications standard or IEEE 802.11G provides only 54 Mbps total data rate [1]. In addition, RF devices disturb autonomous systems and medical instruments. Therefore, optical wireless communication is proposed to overcome bandwidth and RF interference problems due to very high carrier frequency bandwidth and no RF interference. When communication medium is photonic wave, it provides much higher speed modulation due to the very high carrier frequency bandwidth approximately 300 THz at wavelength of 1 \(\mu\)m [2]. Moreover, the wavelength multiplexing technique can provide a very large capacity and multi-user accessibilities. In addition, optical radiation does not disturb electromagnetic sensitive appliances in the same service area.

The different kinds of link for indoor optical wireless communications have been classified, depending on the existence of a line-of-sight (LOS) path between the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx), and the degree of directionality (directed, distributed, or hybrid) [3]–[6]. Directed links improve power efficiency as minimized path loss but this kind of systems strictly requires alignment technique for both of Tx and Rx. It makes systems less convenience for practical applications. One of most attractive configurations is the distributed system. Operation under this configuration does not require a direct LOS or strictly alignment between Tx and Rx because the photonic waves are spread as uniform distribution [5], [6] making system to be the most robust and flexible configuration. However, distributed system suffers power detection problem due to eye-safe power density, coverage distance, and signal bit rate. To compensate both directed and distributed links problems for high speed optical wireless communication, a combination of two solution concepts is proposed; one is optical micro-cell (OMC) hub node [7]–[10] and another is high sensitive user terminal which features optical Rx such as avalanche photodiode (APD) with autonomous lens posture beam control [10]–[13] for non-directed links with improved receiving power at user terminal. Ref. [10]–[13] implemented 5-channel receiver array which is high optimization for beam detection and signal communication but cost is still high. The commercial available 4-channel APD receiver array developing for beacon usage was capable for implementation of the similar characteristic to detect beam direction and signal communication and cost consequently is reduced.

2. Overall System

The concept of hub node is named as OMC system which is shown in Fig. 1 [7]–[10]. It consists of an optoelectronic array hub node and user terminals. Hub node consists of a VCSEL array and an APD array serving as transmitter array and receiver array, respectively. Electronic switching matrices are required for selecting the proper communication channels (VCSEL and PD cells) for multi-user accessibility. Hub node also requires signal processing modules amplifying and filtering the detected optical signal. The signal processing modules also control the electronic switching matrices for selecting the proper communication paths.

At user terminal, a VCSEL and a 4-channel APD were implemented as transmitter and receiver, respectively. Signal from 4-channel APD were also processed by signal processing module amplifying, filtering, and controlling user terminal posture. The user terminal signals contain quasi-
DC signal and AC signal using for beam control and data communication, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the overall optoelectronics, signal processing & control circuit, and interface module block diagram. This system can operate not only Ethernet but also overhead camera (OHC) projector and other communication devices, even though the interfaced protocol is changed. While user terminal were moving into a service area of a hub node, 4-channel APD with a single lens of user terminal detected communication light intensity, and then posture was automatically adjusted. Consequently, the received signals were filtered and amplified by signal conditioner module (S.C.) to adjust to be proper voltage level and frequency band for further signal processing. The filtered and amplified signals were also transmitted to user terminal’s controller to decide and then user terminal’s controller sent a control command to adjust lens posture to achieve balanced optical signal condition. When balanced optical signal condition were realized, user terminal’s controller then transmitted a command to initiate link with hub node by media access control (MAC) address and initialized command to hub node via user terminal VCSEL. When hub node received MAC address and initialized command, hub node’s controller acknowledged user terminal and waited for next commands for next communications.

However, when other users move into the service area of hub node, electronic switching matrix is additionally required to switch data to different cells or service areas of VCSEL array in the same hub node. In this situation, control command (e.g. cell number and/or handover requirement) was required to insert in transmitting signal both of hub node and user terminal. On the other hand, the control command of a mobile system is not necessary wideband. Sub-Mbps control command is sufficient for real-time cell switching and user terminal autonomous posture controls. In order to
combine control command (low speed signal; sub kbps) and data signal (high speed signal; faster than 100 Mbps) in a single frame communication, phase-locked loop (PLL) circuits were adopted as a frequency synthesizer to generate a clock signal for the data buffer in Tx and a clock recovery system in Rx to retrieve the clock [14].

3. Optoelectronic Configuration

By the advanced integration technology in optoelectronics, VCSEL array based optical communication has great potential of total capacity up to 120 Gbps [15]–[18]. Array size of hub node is only a few mm², so, VCSEL array with a single lens was implemented as a compact multi-Tx at hub node. Consequently, APD array with a single lens was also implemented as a compact multi-Rx at hub node.

When the VCSEL beams (wavelength at 850 nm) pass thru a 6-mm focal length lens, the beams were uniformly expanded as shown in Fig. 3. Consequently, the VCSEL emitting cell positions or the beam service area (cell) positions were reversed both of column and row as shown in the upper part of Fig. 3. The average optical power of each VCSEL was approximately equal to 2 mW. A 4-meter operating communication path with respected to center of VCSEL array was designed resulting 80-cm diameter of service area of each VCSEL with 13.2-cm overlapped area or handover region. At 4 meter with respected to center of VCSEL array, optical power density was approximately equal to 0.40 $\mu$W/cm² satisfying eye-safe operation. The middle far field infrared (IR) viewgraph of (cell) beam placement from 35 cm distance with respect to the center of hub node is shown in the lower part of Fig. 3. The overlapped area is for handover process when users move in/out of service area in each communication service cell. By using the same concept of OMC-Tx in the upper part of Fig. 3, the Rx (APD) array with a 6-mm focal length defocusing lens at hub node can recognize user terminal positions. For example, when user terminal located in service area A1, APD A1-cell can identify where user was. Hub node was also able to predict in advance where user could probably move, e.g. to A2-cell, B1-cell, B2-cell, or out of service area of this hub node. Thus, VCSEL array and APD array with lens (see Fig. 1) were required as compact Tx and Rx at hub node for OMC system, respectively.

At the user terminal, only a single VCSEL with a 3.5-mm focal length lens placing 1.3 mm in front of VCSEL was required for signal transmission to hub node. However, position detection for moving user was also required, so a 4-channel APD with a 6-mm focal length lens placing 1.3 mm in front of APD surface was implemented as receiver at user terminal. Consequently, the 4-channel APD is simultaneously applicable for high speed communication and position detection. $D_2$ & $D_4$ axis and $D_1$ & $D_3$ axis are defined x and y axis, respectively, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 4.

Sensitivity of user terminal Rx is 28.13 nW/channel. The 4-channel APD implementing as user terminal Rx has the total sensitivity at 0.113 $\mu$W. At this operating optical signal level, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated [19] as 2.22 featuring from signal current ($i_s$) = 1.44 $\mu$A, quantum noise current ($i_Q$) = 0.34 $\mu$A, bulk dark current ($i_{DB}$) = 0.13 $\mu$A, thermal noise current ($i_T$) = 0.18 $\mu$A and surface dark current is negligible due to avalanche gain; under condition of operating wavelength is 850 nm, quantum efficiency (q.e.) is 75%, operating frequency bandwidth
(BW) is 100 MHz, load resistance ($R_L$) is 50 Ω, operating temperature ($T$) = 20°C and avalanche multiplication ($M$) is 100. To improve the sensitivity of Rx, the lens diameter change can improve the receiving sensitivity, even under eye-safe condition (2 mW/cm²; IEC class I). However, the compactness of the user terminals was strongly required. On the other hand, the typical minimum received optical power is less than $-41$ dBm (approximately 80 nW) when 100 Mbps data rate at 850 nm wavelength collimating beam. Even the SNR is small, but SNR can be improved by the post amplifier to filter and amplify to correct the signal level and frequency band.

When user terminal moves to the edge or overlapped section of service area, the 4-channel APD with the 6-mm focal length lens results the misalignment. For example, when D3 detects reducing signal and D4 detects the increasing signal while D1 and D2 detect equally increasing or decreasing signal, it implies that hub node was now on the left hand side (close to D3, see Fig. 4(a)). The Rx was required to revise its posture to get balance signal of D1, D2, D3, and D4. If every channel was balanced, it implied that posture control was completed to receiving beam as shown in Fig. 4(b). Using 4-channel APD as Rx caused optical signal degradation because of the intensity of each cell of 4-channel APD was divided by 4 after posture revised, so high speed signal from 4-channel APD must be combined to overcome optical signal degradation problem before processing in data and control splitter module (see Fig. 2).

Ref. [10]–[13] showed the better solution using 5-channel APD (one APD at the center surrounded with another 4 APDs) for signal detection but cost is high. However, the proposed 4-channel APD can detect all signals and can be summed 4-channel signals after amplification. This summation can reduce the random noise effect. Fig. 5 shows the beam misalignment and posture revision experimental setup. A VCSEL was implemented as a single cell of hub node VCSEL array with various angles (simulated VCSEL cell positions). The results of lens misalignment and its posture control at 1 meter distance with respect to the center of hub node are shown in Fig. 6. The detecting angle is 60° ($\pm 30^\circ$ with respect to center of 4-channel APD) by moving lens distance only 2 mm. From the experiment, posture control seemed to operate in wider angle but the focusing beam cannot be located on the APD surface equally. When posture revision cannot be balance revised, the detected optical signal on 4-channel APD consequently degraded. After lens was revised its posture, the result was satisfied for balanced optical signal in both of left and right channels. Figure 7 shows the eye diagram of 114.32-Mbps received signal from 4-channel APD after posture was realized. The result shows good eye diagram and balanced intensity for decision circuit.

4. Signal Processing and Autonomous Posture Control Configuration

The signal data rate of optical wireless communication system is able to reach 1 Gbps for each user to overcome recent millimetre wave RF wireless access systems. On the other hand, sub-Mbps control command signal is sufficient.
for real-time cell switching and user terminal autonomous posture control. However, data and control command must be combined in a single frame communication for communication robustness and alignment mechanism. The combined signal does not only for robust alignment mechanism but also for handover control. The high speed data acts as sub carrier of the control command. The data signal bit rate of an optical wireless system is very high (approximately 1 Gbps or more). The beam cell control command signal speed is sufficiently high even bit rate is a few kbps.

In this experiment, approximately 100 Mbps data signal and 9.6 kbps control signal were combined by a large-scale-integrated circuit (LSI) using a phase-locked loop frequency-shift keying (PLL-FSK) technique as frequency synthesizer (see Fig. 8(a)). The 100 Mbps non return to zero (NRZ) data signal and the 9.6 kbps control command signal were successfully combined by LSI using the PLL-FSK technique [14] and transmitted via VCSEL both of hub node and user terminal. At Rx of hub node and user terminal, clock recovery scheme successfully restored data signal and control command signal as shown in Fig. 8(b) [14]. Both of signal combination and restoration were performed by 0.1% synthesized frequency modulation. Figure 8(c) shows the clock recovery spectrum of the received signal. The 100.1 MHz clock frequency showed the “1” keying data and the 100 MHz frequency showed the “0” keying data of the control signal. The “1” keying and “0” keying frequencies were compared by PLL clock recovery circuit. The signal containing a high speed data and cell number information from the hub node was received by user terminal. The user terminal reported its position in the coverage area of the current cell and requests handover. The direction of laser beam of the hub node can be switched by cell switching module. Finally, beam direction and posture of each user terminal can refined without link break or re-initialization.

To initialize link, when user terminal moved into beam service area, the 4-channel APD received focused signal from hub node. This signal was filtered and amplified by S.C. (see Fig. 2), then transmitted to processing control (programmable integrated circuit: PIC) to revise lens posture by sending a driving command to actuator driver to control stepping motor for revising user terminal posture. PIC controller has internal 8-bit analog to digital converter (A/D). The quantization level of this A/D is approximately 19.53 mV. To protect electronic noise fluctuation, so 10% differences in D1 and D2 or D3 and D4 were acceptable range for autonomous posture control. The algorithm for autonomous posture control is shown in Fig. 9. This algorithm is fast enough, due to a few millisecond loop processing, so there is no overshoot for posture control. The control mechanism is the autonomous posture sensing and user terminal control. Not only hub node beam direction control, but also user terminal posture sensing and control were important for a stable face-to-face link with a moving user. Down link optical signal within ±30° misalignment from the hub node can be detected. Then, user terminal posture and up link
VCSEL beam can be revised. After posture was completely realized, processing controller of user terminal transmitted a command to initialize link (request for IP address) by sending MAC address and present location to hub node. Hub node received the signal and acknowledges link communication to complete link request. For further communication, user terminal transmitted a requested command via VCSEL to hub node. Hub node received this request and then, acknowledged the requested communication. It is similar protocol as link initialization. Figure 10 shows communication procedure after posture was revised.

Handover and autonomous posture control concepts is shown in Fig. 11. For handover process, hub node consists of VCSEL array as optical transmitter array, APD array as optical receiver array, switch matrixes and a PIC processing controller. The selected beam of the hub node simultaneously transmitted communication data and current cell number information to user terminal. If the user terminal moved out of the previous cell service area, user terminal sensed the posture of the user terminal and transmitted the handover requirement to hub node. Hub node switched the emitting beam for the next cell (see Fig. 11). The signal for this user was switched by electronic switching matrix. The edges of two cells were slightly overlapped. When user terminal moved to the edge of the previous cell, the signal intensity of the selected receiver was less than the threshold level. The average and different intensities of the signal were measured and transmitted to the autonomous posture control circuit. The processing controller automatically decided and controlled user terminal’s posture. User terminal required the switching data transmission VCSEL number to the hub node. After VCSEL was switched, the received optical signal intensity and quality were recovered over the threshold level to maintain a downlink communication. This process was successfully demonstrated. Smooth beam switching and 114.32 Mbps eye diagram improvement using the control command from user terminal were obtained as shown in Fig. 11. When user terminal moved to the edge of a VCSEL cell service area of hub node, only one channel of user terminal Rx can detect optical signal from hub node. So user terminal sent the handover requirement to hub node to switch the present service area to the new service area. After service area was switched and user terminal posture was revised the balanced optical signal can be re-obtained.

This system was designed for multi-user point-to-point link. The cell size around 80 cm was designed for a single user. However, if 2 or more users access at the same service area, downlink and uplink should be shared using carrier sense multiple access with collision detection-time sharing system (CSMA/CD-TSS) protocol which is weaker security. For multi-user accessibility, there is a very low probability that two or more users operate in the same service area due to small size service area only 80 cm diameter. However, if only transceivers of two or more users are placed in the same service area, the communication signal can be extracted using MAC address to identify which user requests the communication.

5. Conclusions

In summary, OMC has potential to develop to multi-users Gbps communication, due to simple optical layout and the advanced integration in optoelectronics. Optical wireless communication and autonomous beam control for multi-moving user terminals using OMC technique was proposed. The design, implementation, and downlink demonstration of 114-Mbps autonomous beam control optical wireless com-
munication system bases on an OMC technique were presented. High speed (100 or more Mbps bit rate) or very high speed (Gbps bit rate) data signal can be simultaneously inserted with control command (cell number and/or handover) into single beam communication using PLL with FSK modulation scheme. The simple posture control with OMC system is capable of considerable development to improve large capacity communication, over Gbps, because of optic is implemented as medium. It is a communication system with very high carrier frequency, owing to no radio regulation for bandwidth limit. In addition, it does not disturb the operation of electromagnetic sensitive devices. In order to obtain Gbps communication and flexible user number, all electronic module must be implemented in VLSI to reduce external noise, external capacitor, and to immune RF interference which consequently yields with compact OMC.
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